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The Rhode Island Energy Efficiency and Resource Management Council 

Voting Members 
Mr. Christopher Powell, Chair 
Mr. Anthony Hubbard, Vice Chair 
Mr. Peter Gill Case 
Mr. Joe Garlick 
Mr. Thomas Magliocchetti 
Mr. Bill Riccio 
Mr. Butch Roberts 
Mr. Kurt Teichert 
Ms. Karen Verrengia 
Mr. Bob White 

Non-Voting Members 
Mr. Nicholas Ucci, Executive Director 
Ms. Roberta Fagan 
Mr. Matthew Ray 
Mr. Timothy Roughan 

June 19, 2020 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Luly E. Massaro 
Commission Clerk  
Rhode Island Public Utilities Commission 
89 Jefferson Boulevard 
Warwick, RI 02888 

RE:  Docket #5015 – Review of Least Cost Procurement Standards 
EERMC’s Comments 

Dear Ms. Massaro: 

The Rhode Island Energy Efficiency and Resource Management Council (“EERMC”) is 
pleased to submit this cover letter and attached comments to the Public Utilities Commission’s 
(“PUC”) Least Cost Procurement Standards (“LCP Standards”) in the above-referenced docket. 

You will note that the attached comments are presented in a memorandum format. If the 
PUC would like comments filed in a different format, the EERMC is happy to provide that. The 
memorandum discusses issues related to the LCP Standards that the EERMC believes are not fully 
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addressed at this point. As the attached memorandum notes, it was approved by EERMC vote 
during its regularly scheduled meeting on June 18, 2020. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate 
to contact me at (401) 477-0023.  

Respectfully submitted 
Rhode Island Energy Efficiency 
Resource Management Council 
By its Attorney, 

Marisa Desautel, Esq.  
Desautel Law 
38 Bellevue Avenue, Suite H 
Newport, RI 02840 
Tel: (401) 477-0023 
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At its June 18 meeting, the Energy Efficiency & Resource Management Council (EERMC) reviewed the 

proposed updates to the Least Cost Procurement Standards (LCP Standards) that the PUC issued on May 

29, 2020.  Based on the discussion, which closely referenced the fifteen objectives1 the EERMC directed 

its consultant team to represent at PUC Technical Sessions on the LCP Standards, the Council voted to 

approve the comments contained in this document. We appreciate the opportunity offered to provide 

these comments to the Public Utilities Commission (PUC) by the June 19th deadline.  

Generally, the EERMC welcomes the enhancements made to improve the LCP Standards document, 

especially as it relates to clarifying the EERMC’s role, as well as overall improvements to the design and 

structure. We also recognize the PUC’s challenge in balancing the many recommendations presented at 

the Technical Sessions with not being unnecessarily prescriptive and directive. While most of the original 

objectives submitted by the EERMC were sufficiently addressed, the following comments cover issues 

not fully addressed:  

• The only objective not at least indirectly addressed related to a request for the definition of

Energy Efficiency to have specific language relating to:  Active demand and demand response;

heating electrification, and energy savings measures for all fuels. Since these either have been,

or potentially may be elements of future energy efficiency plans, specifically addressing them

would be helpful to future planning and EERMC review of plans submitted by National Grid.

• While Income Eligible is a sector generally covered in the Purpose and Content sections of the

three-year and annual plans in Chapter 3, the importance of fully addressing the needs of this

sector is a critical objective of the EERMC, and specific reference to it remains an objective we

encourage.

• While recognizing the need to balance being overly prescriptive, significant effort was put into

creating enhanced detail around the definition of “equity.”  The EERMC supported and

participated in meetings with stakeholders, leading to language that was included in comments

submitted by the Office of Energy Resources.2  The EERMC represents that more clarity included

in the LCP Standards would support future efforts to better address the challenging issues

covered in the planning phases on this topic,  and we continue to encourage the inclusion of a

1 This list of objectives was emailed to PUC staff on March 31, 2020 by the EERMC’s consultant team. 
2  http://www.ripuc.ri.gov/eventsactions/docket/5015-OER-Equity-Edits2.pdf  p. 6-7 

http://www.ripuc.ri.gov/eventsactions/docket/5015-OER-Equity-Edits2.pdf
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clearer definition of equity. For reference, here is the proposed language submitted in footnote 

#2: 

i. The distribution company shall assess investment equity and direct, indirect, short-
term, and long-term outcomes for all people.

a. For programs or services, the distribution company shall, at minimum, assess the
equitability of the program’s or service’s access, participation, and distribution
of funding. Equitable access shall include, but is not limited to, particular and
sustained attention to households, businesses, and neighborhoods that have
historically been underrepresented in energy efficiency programs.

b. The distribution company shall

i. identify groups that have historically had low program participation and
outcomes;

ii. present quantifiable metrics to describe how an investment is equitable;

1. identify instances where these metrics and investments are not
applicable;

iii. describe how an investment is equitable and describe strategies and
programs to eliminate barriers to participation and benefit for those groups; and

iv. describe how an investment will help to reduce and/or eliminate barriers that
hinder equitable participation and outcomes.

• Finally, although not directly related to the EERMC objectives submitted ahead of the proposed

changes, a potentially significant change was made in the updated version to now require that

“programs” must be cost-effective (p. 10). Previously, only the portfolio had to be cost-effective

while the programs “should” be cost-effective. The consequences of this could result in

undesirable outcomes. While it would be an exceptional case, and unprecedented to date, we

believe that the flexibility that had been in place allowed for the appropriate handling of

unexpected circumstances that would cause temporary higher costs than benefits at the

program level. We encourage additional consideration on this topic be made to better

understand any unintended consequences that may stem from this change, especially as it may

relate to the income eligible sector and equity.



 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that a true copy, via electronic mail, of the within comments and, on this 
19th day of June, 2020, to the below Service List for Docket #5015. 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL: 

Service List for Docket No. 5015 – Least Cost Procurement Standards. 

________________________ 
Kallie Longval 
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